Aïku

Design: Jean Marie Massaud

Description
Aïku is a collection of highly comfortable chairs and armchairs featuring an essential image, designed for both
home and contract spaces. Available in six versions of bases and a wide range of finishes.
This student armchair version comes with a sled base in steel wire with armrests and table, painted in matt white,
matt graphite grey or chrome-plated. The matt white and graphite grey bases matches the same color of the
shell’s external finish, while the chromed base is available for both shells. HPL 3/8” thick table arm available in
matt white or matt black.
The shell is made from two-color polypropylene through injection-moulding, mass pigmented with double finish;
gloss outside, in black or white colors, inside with matt saffiano effect in different colors.
With gloss white external shell, the inside is available in: light grey, sugar paper blue, olive green or dove grey.
With gloss black external shell, the inside is available in: dark grey or military green.
Also, some optional accessories and a padded pad, are available upon request. Made in Italy.

Finishes & Materials
Polypropylene shell:
External: Gloss white / Inside: Light grey / Sugar paper blue / Olive green / Dove grey.
External: Gloss black / Inside: Dark grey / Military green.
Steel base: Matt painted white / Matt graphite grey / Chrome-plated.
Table arm: HPL (Matt white / Matt black).
Padded pad cover: Fabric Cat. F, Londra (White / Black).
* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF
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Stackability x 6
The cart allows stacking up to 15 pcs.
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Sled base with table
24”3/8W x 24”3/8D x 30”5/8H
Seat height: 18”1/8
Armrests height: 27”3/4
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Dimensions
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Optionals
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Padded Pad
Thermoformed cushion 5/8” thick, with BS flame-retardant polyurethane padding and combined with welded
fabric; non-slip PES-PU coat underneath. This technical manufacturing detail enhances both graphics and
padding with a 3D effect, ensuring quality and a long lasting product. Considering the special features, the
cover is not removable. Available with Londra fabric cover in the colors white or black.
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Trolley
Aluminum grey epoxy painted steel frame,
with pirouetting castors matching the frame;
maximum capacity 15 pieces.
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Optionals (cont.)
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Place marker for sled base
Dedicated numbering system with magnet hook, in
stiff PA6 plastic, in the colors white and black.
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